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INTRODUCTION 

Adventure continues from Western Settlement of Greenland. The party stops at Qaanunaak to meet Immagussuaq’s chief. 

They help the village dispose of a bear problem that turned out to be a “beast” men problem. After their victory, they catch 

sight of the longships heading North toward Bear Island without them! The “beast” men have left two deep canoes fit for 

ocean-going, and they have claimed these to catch up with Karlsefni and crew.   

BACKGROUND 

Karlsefni, Thorhall, and Thorvard - the Norse captains from Greenland and Iceland who wintered with Eirk the Red and Leif 

Eiriksson - have sworn to explore the lands to the West of Greenland, and have loaded three ships in order to do so. Both 

ships are packed mostly with supplies and weapons, and each ship carries 50 men. The party is a small part of this group, 

and they are on their way to explore Utgard Vinland, a land found by Leif Eriksson and inhabited, at least where he landed, 

by goblins. 

On their way, the party – and Karlsefni – meets Immagussuaq and Qunniseq. Immagussuaq, at his first meeting of members 

of the party, and the Norse ship captain Karlsefni, extracted from them a promise to defeat the whale that is a wolf: the 

Akhlut. Immagussuaq and Qunniseq have agreed to join Karlsefni on his voyage to the lands to the West in exchange for 

their service in eliminating the Akhlut. Qunniseq is a warrior and successful whale hunter. Both speak the language of the 

Inuit and the Norse, making them valuable on the trip. 

The Akhlut is a shape changer, shifting from whale to wolf, depending on where it wishes to hunt. It also has the ability to 

summon orcas, wolves, sharks, and the Amarok, a dire wolf that hunts alone and eats people if it can be done without 

raising an alarm, or if the prey is far away from any help.  

The party has already learned of, and seen, the Akhlut (Part 1: Orcas Attack!) and done battle with them with the help of 

their shipmates. After that battle, the Greenlanders and the Inuit decide that Bear Island is a good place to seek out the 

Akhlut and finish it once and for all. All three ships and their crews are part of the hunt. All three ships are poised to leave 

on the morning tide for the open sea, and sail North to Bear Island. 

ADVENTURE HOOKS 

The overarching hook for the adventure is the successful arrival at Utgard Vinland to begin their exploration. 

 Immagussuaq mentions that the bones of the Akhlut have magical properties. 

 

BEGINNING THE ADVENTURE 

The village has been saved! Or, at least, the chief has been given what he needs to save them. Those “beast” men caused a 

lot of damage in the short time they were on the island. Something is different in these lands, everyone notices. There’s a 

zing to the air that’s hard to describe. 

 

 



BEFORE CASTING OFF 

The party has returned to the landing spot of the “beast” men. As they look out on the water, considering their next move, 

they hear a yipping sound from inside the cave. A young wolf is inside, dining on one of the dearly departed creatures 

inside, its nose spotted with blood. It licks its chops and watches the party.  

Wolf’s Will (+ 1) for DC: 10 + 1 + WIS 

CASTING OFF IN THE NEW CANOES 

The party has acquired their canoes to catch up with the fleet. 

Get Party Order for the canoe! 

You push the outrigger canoe out past the shore ice, and load your gear and yourselves into it. 

You push off into the water. The water is shallow, allowing you to see the bottom, including a 

few crabs. The canoe with its out rigging is stable enough for the rough waters. The sail 

ascends easily enough, and you are on your way! As the water deepens to a dark blue, the 

canoe feels sluggish. Then, you feel a distinct tug on the port side. A tentacle arm slaps over 

that side of the canoe, followed quickly by – thump! thump! – two more tentacled arms. Not a 

moment afterwards, three tentacles come over the starboard side’s bow! 

 

NPC Name: Squids, medium-sized x 2 

NPC Level: 2 

AC: 16 (+3 Dex, +3 Natural) 

HP: 4d8 (17 hp) 

Attacks: 10 arms +4 melee, bite -1 melee 

Damage: Arms 0, bite 1d6+1 

Face/Reach: 5 ft by 5ft/5 ft 

Special Attack: Improved Grab 

Special Qualities: Ink cloud, Jet 

STR/DEX/CON/INT/WIS/CHA 14/17/11/1/12/2 

FORT/REF/WILL 3/6/2 

Skills Listen +7, Spot +7 

EL 3 

XP 900 

 

ARRIVING AT BEAR ISLAND 

They party arrives within a day of leaving. They can see the ships pulled up close to Bear Island, but only a couple of people 

are visible nearby on the shorelines. They are the slaves from the ships, tending to their care. 

After a day’s travel following the coastline and tracing around ice floes, you can see an island 

to the West! You turn the canoe that way and continue sailing. After a couple of hours, you 

can clearly see the ships pulled up close to shore! Soon, you can see the slaves tending to the 



ships on the shore. You are approaching a sandbar that the larger ships would have had to 

circumnavigate. As you get closer, your canoe swerves to the right as if suddenly you have a 

rudder, and it’s turned all the way. The wind leaves your sails, and your canoe comes to a 

standstill. As you try to paddle to correct your situation, you find that you cannot maneuver 

the canoe at all. You notice that there is a clump of seaweed floating in your direction. Roll 

SPOT for DC: 10 

 

NPC Name: Sea Hag 

EL: 3 

AC: 12 

HP: 2d8+3 (11 HP) 

Attacks: 2 claws +6 Melee 

Damage: Claw 1d4+4 

Face/Reach: 5x5/5 

Special Attack: Horrific Appearance (DC: 11 2d8 STR dam, 0 
STR is helpless.), Evil Eye (DC: 11 30 ft, 25% 
chance dying of fright.  Survive: fall into 
whimpering catatonia for three days. 
Remove curse or dispel evil to restore 
sooner) 

Special Qualities: Water Breathing, SR14 

STR/DEX/CON/INT/WIS/CHA 17/12/12/10,13,10 

FORT/REF/WILL 2/3/3 

Skills Hide +3, Spot +9, Listen +9 

XP 600 

Treasure: DC: 14 Spot to find in shallow part of 
sandbar: 300 GP, 2 Banded Armor (250 gp), 
Masterwork Heavy Mace (+320 gp)  

 

AT THE SHORE 

Just as the party’s canoe is being drawn up to shore by the slaves, a party of Norse emerge from over the rocky hill that 

leads down to the water. The party includes Karlsefni, Freydis, Immagussuaq and Qunniseq. They have been searching the 

interior of the island for the Akhlut. There are other groups looking throughout the island as well with the mission of finding 

the beast or its layer.  Thorhall has even put up a reward of 100 silver coins to the first group to find it! This is more than 

most of them see in a year, and even divided among themselves, it is still quite a lot. 

They notice the strange canoe and ask about it. When they hear the description of the beast 

men, Immagussuaq and Qunniseq grumble. Karlsefni spits and declares, “Hobgoblins. I have 

heard them described and their raiding ways. No doubt they come from the lands that Leif 

found, where we are destined. If they have enough to send out their… men… to establish a 

new colony, how many of them must there be in those lands?” 

 



Immagussuaq comes to Thyri (if she was successful with the wolf) and says she has the scent of strong magic upon her. He 

indicates the wolf and tells her the Inuit look to the wolf for his cunning and will to survive. He will be a good companion. 

Immagussuaq has more black blubber balls for the asking. Persuade DC: 15  Gain: 1d3 each. Buy for 50gp each. 

 

THERE BE HOBGOBLINS! 

A shout is heard from over the rise, and Thorhall is leading him men at a trot down the hill. His 

eyes are ablaze as he heads straight for his ship and digs around. Karlsefni calls to him, “What 

is your rush, Thorhall? Did you suddenly find yourself in need of bread and ale?” 

“Nay!” Thorhall shouts back as his men join him in gearing up. “There be hobgoblins - we have 

found a village of hobgoblins!  There must be hundreds of them!” 

The plan: the hobgoblin village is on the Western coast, in a valley leading down to the ocean. We will charge upon them 

through the valley, and we will squeeze them between our shields and the sea! 

Thorhall tells of a climbable rise up one edge of the valley, one of a few spots where the hobgoblins could outflank the 

Norse. Karlsefni assigns you to guard that rise. The entire army goes down to the valley. They shout challenges and slam 

their spears against their shields. The hobgoblins immediately prepare for battle. This is when you take your leave. By the 

time you get to the rise, you come face to face with a small band of hobgoblins.  

 

Creature Type: Hobgoblins x 5 

AC: 11 

HP: 5 

Attacks: Longsword +1 melee, or javelin +2 ranged 

Damage: Longsword 1d8, or javelin 1d6 

Face/Reach: 5x5/5 

Special Attack:  1 Tanglefoot bag for this encounter: 
ranged, touch, -2 attack, -4 Dex, Reflex DC 
15 or be glued to the floor. STR DC 27 to 
break free or 15 dam to ooze If break free, 
half movement. 

Special Qualities: Darkvision 60 ft 

STR/DEX/CON/INT/WIS/CHA 11/13/13/10/10/10 

FORT/REF/WILL 3/1/0 

Skills: Hide +1, Listen +3, Move +3, Spot +3 

EL 5 

XP 1800 

Treasure 400 gp, Breastplate (200 gp), 3 
Tanglefoot Bags (Grenade) (50gp each). 
Banded Mail (250 gp) 

 

The battle is largely over by the time the party finishes with these few hobgoblins. They can hear the cheers of victorious 

Norsemen, and if they look down the hill, they will see Norsemen with blood-covered faces, white teeth shining through. 



 Bjarni appears behind you, smiling and cheering. “We have won!” he cries. Three other Norse 

follow him up the hill, throwing up bloodied fists and shouting praise to their rear guard. 

Suddenly, a javelin pierces the chest of one of the Norsemen, who falls down dead. You turn to 

find three more hobgoblins, and behind them, a female hobgoblin that doesn’t appear as 

hideous as the others you have seen. The hobgoblins surrounding her seem intent on her 

survival, and calmly look upon you and the Norsemen. They appear to be analyzing you and 

considering how they will bring your deaths to pass. Two have javelins ready in hand while a 

third slowly draws another javelin from a backpack.  

The female creature wears a necklace of bone, and is ornamented with crude talismans and 

feathered fetishes. She begins chanting and twirling her staff about her as her three guards 

advance in earnest. 

 

The Shaman is leading her attack with a Gust of Wind to prevent the party from advancing. The other hobgoblins will throw 

two javelins each minus one for already thrown as first attack with wind. They have their backs against the cliff. The shaman 

is standing at the cliff’s edge. 

NPC Name: Shaman Female Hobgoblin 

NPC Level: 3 

AC: 11 

HP: 20 

Attacks: +1 Short Spear or dagger 

Damage: 1d6-1 Staff 

Face/Reach:   

Special Attack: Spells: 5/4/1 

Spells: Level 0: Cure Minor Wounds (1pt), Daze 
(takes no actions 1 round), Flare 
(dazzled -1 attack) 
Level 1: Burning Hands (3d4), Cause 
Fear (1d4 rounds, 02 rolls, Flee), 
Summon Ally I (dog), Sleep (1 min/level, 
10ft radius burst) 
Level 2: Acid Arrow (2d4 acid dam, no 
save), Summon Ally 2 (Wolverine, Claw 
+4 (1d4+2), Bite -1 (1d6-1)), Gust of 
Wind (Med size cannot move toward 
wind)  

STR/DEX/CON/INT/WIS/CHA 8/11/11/11/16/12 

FORT/REF/WILL 7/3/10 

Skills Diplomacy +6, Gather Info +3.5, Handle 
Animal +8, Intimidate +3.5, Knowledge 
Nature +12 

Notes At ¾ of her life, she attempts to escape by 
jumping down the cliff and into the water, 
where the Akhlut awaits. Her staff glows, 
and as she enters the water, she is a shark. 

XP 800 

Treasure 4 GP 



 

NPC Name: Hobgoblins x 3 

NPC Level:  

AC: 11 

HP: 5 

Attacks: Longsword +1 melee, or javelin +2 ranged 

Damage: Longsword 1d8, or javelin 1d6 

Face/Reach: 5x5/5 

Special Attack:   

Special Qualities: Darkvision 60 ft 

STR/DEX/CON/INT/WIS/CHA 11/13/13/10/10/10 

FORT/REF/WILL 3/1/0 

Skills Hide +1, Listen +3, Move +3, Spot +3 

XP 600 

Treasure None 

 

Noticing the breastplate and banded mail (if they are not wearing it), Vikings come up to offer gold for them (1/4 price).  

The ground is drenched in hobgoblin and Norse blood and broken bodies. The Norsemen 

overwhelmed the hobgoblins with savagery and skill. There was clearly a slaughter in the 

valley. In all, twenty-seven Norsemen did not survive the onslaught. They are being hoisted up 

by their comrades to be carried away. A burial at sea is better than becoming a feast for the 

crows, as the Norse would normally say. Except there are no crows here. Only seagulls.They 

have begun their feast already. Their caws fill the air as they wing down to pluck gobbets of 

flesh from the hobgoblins and unguarded Norse. 

Searching finds crude igloos and more outrigger canoes on the shore. Fishing gear litters the shoreline, as do the bones of 

fish, seal, and walrus. Qunniseq is disdainful of the village mess. It shows a great amount of waste, and a mean intellect of 

the creatures living here.   

THE END OF THIS ADVENTURE 

Part of the Norse crew leaves to return to the ships. The rest search the corpses and igloos, picking out goods where they 

find them. Soon, a blaze of hobgoblins is burning. The rest of their corpses are stacked next to the fire, enough to give 

warmth through the long night. Soon, the ships round the coast and come to the occupied village. Men find suitable igloos 

for the night and disappear into them. Others spend the night drinking, boasting of their battle fury, and burning more 

hobgoblins. The day is spent, and so are the warriors. After so many days in the extreme North, the crews are looking 

forward to sailing West and South again. The sooner they finish this Akhlut business, the better. Of the Norse and the party, 

133 remain, though several are injured.  

 


